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Intermolecular interaction energies ofn-butane,n-pentane, andn-hexane dimers were calculated at the MP2
level with a large basis set including multiple polarization functions. The comparison of the calculated
interaction energies of five orientations of dimers for eachn-alkane molecule, in which the main molecular
axes of the two alkane chains are parallel, shows that the interaction between the twon-alkane chains has
strong anisotropy. The antiparallel dimers (D2 dimers ofn-butane andn-hexane andC2h dimer ofn-pentane)
have the largest interaction. The calculated interaction energies of the most stablen-butane,n-pentane, and
n-hexane dimers are-2.80, -3.57, and-4.58 kcal/mol, respectively. The orientations of the most stable
dimers are close to those of nearest neighboringn-alkane molecules (n-hexane ton-nonane) in the crystals.
The calculated intermolecular interaction energies in then-hexane crystal show that the intermolecular
interaction (-4.23 kcal/mol) along thea-axis is substantially larger than those along theb- andc-axes.

Introduction

Nonbonding interactions ofn-alkane chains are essential for
the understanding of intermolecular interactions of organic
molecules, which have alkyl chains such as alkanes, alcohols,
thiols, esters, and carboxylic acids. Intermolecular interactions
of these molecules control their liquid-phase properties,1,2 crystal
packing,3 and three-dimensional structures of their assemblies
such as self-organized monolayers on metal surfaces and
Langmuir-Blodgett films.4-11 The nonbonding interactions of
n-alkane chains are also important for understanding structures
and properties of polymers. An accurate interaction potential
of n-alkane chains is essential for reliable force field simulations
of these molecules. Detailed information on the nonbonding
interactions ofn-alkane chains is strongly needed.

Several experimental measurements have been reported on
intermolecular interactions of small alkane molecules. Measure-
ments of compressibility of a gas give the spherically averaged
interaction potential of a molecule.12 Heat of evaporation and
heat of sublimation also provide averaged intermolecular
interaction energy.13,14Crystal structures give detailed informa-
tion on the shape of the potential at the van der Waals contact
distance.15 Measurements of the melting point alternation in
n-alkanes show that the interactions betweenn-alkane chains
have large anisotropy.16

Recently, ab initio molecular orbital calculation is becoming
a powerful tool for studying intermolecular interactions.17-19

Ab initio calculations of small molecules show that sufficiently
accurate interaction energy can be obtained, if a reasonably large
basis set is used and electron correlation is properly cor-
rected.19,20

Many ab initio calculations of the methane dimer have been
reported as the smallest model of the interaction between alkane
molecules.21-33 A few calculations of the ethane28,33-35 and

propane33,36,37dimers have also been reported. These calculations
show that the calculated interaction energy has strong basis set
dependence and HF calculations cannot evaluate the attraction.
A very large basis set and an electron correlation correction
are necessary to obtain accurate intermolecular interaction
energy, as the major source of the attraction is dispersion force.
The calculated interaction energies of methane dimers with a
very large basis set near saturation were used for the fitting of
force field parameters. Molecular dynamics simulations of liquid
methane using the force field well reproduced the experimental
liquid properties, which suggests the accuracy of the calculated
interaction energies with the very large basis set.27,32 Unfortu-
nately, however, high-level ab initio calculations of the inter-
molecular interaction energies of longern-alkanes have not yet
been reported.

Although the experimental measurements and theoretical
studies provide valuable pieces of information on the intermo-
lecular interaction betweenn-alkane chains, there still remain
several important and fundamental unsettled issues about the
interaction betweenn-alkane chains. (1) Despite the broad
interests in the interaction betweenn-alkane chains in many
fields of chemistry, very little is known on the sizes of the
intermolecular interaction energies between longern-alkane
molecules. (2) Another important issue is the anisotropy of the
interaction betweenn-alkane chains. Experimental measure-
ments such as melting point alternation ofn-alkanes indicate
that the interaction has anisotropy. However, the size of the
anisotropy of the interaction has not yet been accurately
evaluated.

In this paper, we have provided detailed evaluation of the
intermolecular interaction energies ofn-butane,n-pentane, and
n-hexane dimers by high-level ab initio calculations. We have
carefully evaluated the effects of basis set and electron correla-
tion correction for the accurate calculation of the interaction
energies. We have reported the size of the interaction energies
of thesen-alkane dimers and the magnitude of the anisotropy
of the interactions. We have also calculated the intermolecular
interaction energies betweenn-hexane molecules in the crystal
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and have discussed the anisotropy of the intermolecular interac-
tions in the crystal.

Computational Method

The Gaussian 98 program38 was used for the ab initio
molecular orbital calculations to evaluate total interaction
energies. The basis sets implemented in the Gaussian program
and a few modified basis sets were used. Electron correlation
was accounted for at the MP239,40 and CCSD(T)41 levels. The
geometries of isolatedn-alkane molecules were optimized at
the MP2/6-31G* level. The optimized monomer geometries
were used for the calculations of the dimers without further
optimization. The intermolecular interaction energy potentials
were calculated with changing the intermolecular separations.
The use of the MP2/6-31G* level optimized geometries of
monomers is adequate, as the MP2/6-31G* level optimized
geometry ofn-butane is close to that obtained using a large
aug-cc-pVDZ level basis set. The largest difference between
the bond distance in the two geometries is less than 0.01 Å and
that of valence angle is less than 0.2°, respectively. The basis
set superposition error (BSSE)42 was corrected for all calcula-
tions using the counterpoise method.43 The MP2 interaction
energy at the basis set limit [EMP2(limit)] was estimated by the
method proposed by Feller44 from the calculated MP2 interaction
energies using Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets (cc-
pVXZ, X ) D, T, and Q).45,46In Feller’s method, the calculated
interaction energies were fitted to the form a+ b exp(-cX)
(whereX is 2 for cc-pVDZ, 3 for cc-pVTZ, etc). TheEMP2(limit)

was then estimated by extrapolation. The aug(d,p)-6-311G**
basis set is the 6-311G** basis set augmented with diffuse d
functions on carbon atoms [Rd(C) ) 0.1565] and diffuse p
functions on hydrogen atoms [Rp(H) ) 0.1875]. The aug(df,-
pd)-6-311G** basis set is the 6-311G** basis set augmented
with the diffuse d functions and diffuse f functions on carbon
atoms [Rf(C) ) 0.2] and the diffuse p functions and diffuse d
functions on hydrogen atoms [Rd(H) ) 0.25].33 Distributed
multipoles18,47 up to hexadecapole on all atoms were obtained
from the MP2/6-311G** wave functions of isolated molecules
using the CADPAC version 6.48 The electrostatic energies of
the dimers were calculated using the ORIENT version 3.2.49

The electrostatic energies of the dimers were calculated as
interactions between distributed multipoles of monomers.
Distributed multipoles were used only to estimate the electro-
static energies. The geometries ofn-hexane molecules observed

in the crystal16 were used for the calculations of interaction
energies in the crystal. The positions of hydrogen atoms were
optimized by the MP2/6-31G* level calculation of monomer
before the calculations of the intermolecular interaction energies.

Results and Discussion

Geometries ofn-Alkane Dimers. The intermolecular inter-
action energies of five orientation dimers (Figure 1) were
calculated for eachn-alkane to evaluate the anisotropy of the
interaction. The details of the orientations of the dimers are
shown in Figure 2. In all then-butane andn-hexane dimers in
Figure 1, the midpoints between the C1 and C2 atoms are put
on they-axis. The symmetry planes of the two molecules are
coplanar in dimers A and B, perpendicular in dimer C, and
parallel in dimers D and E. The bisector of the C2-C1-C3 angle
(C1...X) is parallel to they- or z-axis in the five dimers. In the
five n-pentane dimers in Figure 1, the C1 methylene carbon
atoms are put on they-axis and the C2 axes of the two molecules
are parallel to they- or z-axis as shown in Figure 2. The C2

axes are linear in dimers A and B, perpendicular in dimer C,
parallel in dimer D, and antiparallel in dimer E.

Basis Set and Electron Correlation Effects.The intermo-
lecular interaction energy of then-butane dimers (Figure 1,
dimer E) was calculated at the HF and MP2 levels using several
basis sets as shown in Figure 3. The basis set dependence of
the HF interaction energy is not large, whereas the MP2
interaction energy strongly depends on the basis set. Small basis
sets (6-31G* and 6-311G*) greatly underestimate the attraction

Figure 1. Geometries ofn-alkane dimers. The details of the orientations of the dimers are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. In all dimers ofn-butane andn-hexane in Figure 1, the
midpoints of C1 and C2 of the two molecules are on they-axis and the
C2 axis of each molecule is parallel toy- or z-axis. In all dimers of
n-pentane in Figure 1, the central methylene carbon atom (C1) of the
two molecules are put on they axis and the C2 axis of each molecule
is parallel toy- or z-axis.
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as in the previously reported calculations of small alkane
molecules.33,35-37

The inclusion of electron correlation considerably increases
the attraction, which indicates that dispersion force is the major
source of attraction. The significant basis set dependence shows
that a large flexible basis set is necessary for the evaluation of
the interactions ofn-alkanes.

The MP2 level interaction energy at the basis set limit
[EMP2(limit)] was estimated for then-butane dimer E at the
potential minimum (intermolecular separationR ) 3.8 Å) by
the method proposed by Feller.44 The calculated MP2 interaction
energies using the cc-pVXZ (X) D, T, and Q) basis sets were
used for the estimation. The estimatedEMP2(limit) was-2.93 kcal/
mol. Augmentation of diffuse functions to the small cc-pVDZ
basis set considerably increases the calculated interaction energy.
The calculated MP2 interaction energies with the cc-pVDZ and
aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets are-1.12 and -2.49 kcal/mol,
respectively. On the other hand, the augmentation to the large
cc-pVTZ basis set does not largely change the calculated
interaction energies. The calculated MP2 interaction energies
with the cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets are-2.41 and
-2.86 kcal/mol, respectively. The small effect of the diffuse
function shows that the cc-pVTZ basis set is close to saturation
for the calculation of the dispersion energy. The effect of diffuse
functions on the larger cc-pVQZ basis set will be smaller than
that on the cc-pVTZ basis set. Therefore, we can obtain a
sufficiently accurateEMP2(limit) value by extrapolation from the
calculated MP2 interaction energies using the cc-pVXZ (X)
D, T, and Q) basis sets.

The calculated MP2 interaction energies using several basis
sets are compared with the estimatedEMP2(limit) as summarized
in Table 1. Although the aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set33

employs small numbers of basis functions (520 basis functions
for then-butane dimer), the calculated interaction energy (-2.80
kcal/mol) is close to that calculated with the large cc-pVQZ
basis sets45,46 (-2.78 kcal/mol, 1040 basis functions) and the
estimatedEMP2(limit). Because of the good performance of the
aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set, we have carried out further
calculations of the intermolecular interaction energies ofn-
alkane dimers with this basis set. The good performance of the
aug(df,pd)-6-311G** basis set was also reported for the calcula-
tions of the interaction energies of small alkane molecules.33

The calculations of the propane dimer show that the effects
of electron correlation beyond MP2 are not large. The calculated
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ interaction energy of the propane dimer
(-1.72 kcal/mol) is very close to the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ

inteaction energy (-1.67 kcal/mol).37 The good agreement of
the MP2 level interaction energy with the corresponding CCSD-
(T) level one was also reported for methane dimer.33 Therefore,
we have used the MP2 method for calculations of then-alkane
dimers.

Intermolecular Interaction of n-Butane Dimer. The inter-
action energies of the five orientation dimers (Figure 1) were
calculated at the MP2 level with changing the intermolecular
separation (the distance between the midpoints of C1 and C2).
The calculated interaction energies of the dimers are shown in
Figure 4. The calculated interaction energies of the five dimers
are not largely different when the intermolecular distances are
larger than 5 Å.

On the other hand, the size of the interaction energy at the
potential minimum depends strongly on the orientation of the
dimer. The dimer E has the largest (most negative) interaction
energy (-2.80 kcal/mol). The symmetrical planes of the two
n-butane molecules are parallel and the two molecules have
antiparallel orientation in the dimer E. The calculated interaction
energy of the dimer E at the potential minimum is about 2.5
times as large as that of the dimer B (-1.13 kcal/mol).

Intermolecular Interaction of n-Pentane Dimer. The
calculated MP2 level interaction energies of the five dimers are
shown in Figure 5. The calculated interaction energies of the
five dimers are not largely different when the intermolecular
distances are larger than 5 Å and the depth of the potential

Figure 3. Calculated HF and MP2 interaction energies of then-butane
dimer E using several basis sets. The BSSE corrected interaction
energies. See the text.

TABLE 1: Calculated HF and MP2 Interaction Energies of
the n-Butane Dimer E Using Several Basis Setsa

basis set bfb EHF
c EMP2

c

6-31G* 160 2.67 -0.30
6-311G* 204 2.75 -0.74
6-311G** 264 2.69 -1.45
aug(d,p)-6-311G**d 364 2.77 -2.59
aug(df,pd)-6-311G**d 520 2.78 -2.80
cc-pVDZ 212 2.75 -1.12
cc-pVTZ 520 2.78 -2.41
cc-pVQZ 1040 2.78 -2.78
aug-cc-pVDZ 364 2.78 -2.49
aug-cc-pVTZ 828 2.78 -2.86
basis set limite -2.93

a Energies in kcal/mol. The geometry of the dimer is shown in
Figures 1 and 2. Intermolecular separationR ) 3.8 Å. b Number of
base functions used for the calculation of then-butane dimer.c BSSE
corrected interaction energies.d 6-311G** basis set augmented with
diffuse polarization functions. See details in the text.e Estimated MP2
interaction energies at the basis set limit [EMP2(limit)] by the Feller’s
method from the calculated MP2 interaction energies using cc-pVXZ
(X ) D, T, and Q) basis sets. See the text.

Figure 4. The calculated MP2 interaction energies of five orientation
n-butane dimers.
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depends strongly on the orientation as in then-butane dimer.
The antiparallel dimer E has the largest interaction energy
(-3.57 kcal/mol) at the potential minimum, which is 2.2 times
as large as that of the dime B (-1.66 kcal/mol).

Intermolecular Interaction of n-Hexane Dimer. The cal-
culated MP2 level interaction energies of the five dimers are
shown in Figure 6. The orientation dependence of the calculated
interaction energy is again small when the intermolecular
distance is larger than 5 Å. The antiparallel dimer E has the
largest interaction energy (-4.58 kcal/mol) at the potential
minimum, which is 2.4 times as large as that of the dimer B
(-1.90 kcal/mol).

The electrostatic (Ees), repulsion (Erep), and correlation
interaction (Ecorr) energies of the five dimers at the potential
minima are summarized in Table 2. TheErep is the difference
between the HF/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level interaction energy
(EHF) and theEes. TheErep is mainly exchange-repulsion energy,
but it also contains other terms. TheEcorr is the contribution of
electron correlation on the interaction energy, which is the
difference between the MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level interac-
tion energy (Etotal) and EHF. The Ecorr is mainly dispersion
energy. In all the dimers, theEes is negligible. The largeEcorr

indicates that the dispersion is the major source of the attraction.
TheEcorr value of the dimer E (-9.09 kcal/mol) is consider-

ably larger (more negative) than those of other dimers, which
shows that larger dispersion energy is the cause of the stability
of the dimer E. The intermolecular distance of the dimer E at
the potential minimum (3.8 Å) is substantially shorter than those
of other dimers (4.2-5.0 Å). The antiparalleln-butane and
n-pentane dimers E also have shorter intermolecular distances

at the potential minima than the other dimers. This shows that
the antiparallel orientation (dimer E) is the appropriate orienta-
tion for n-alkane dimers to have short intermolecular contact
without serious steric repulsion and to increase the stabilization
by dispersion force.

Although dispersion force is well known as the weak
attractive force between rare gas atoms, our calculations show
that the dispersion energy betweenn-alkane chains is substan-
tially large. The calculated interaction energies (Etotal) of the
most stablen-butane,n-pentane, andn-hexane dimers are-2.80,
-3.57, and-4.58 kcal/mol, respectively. The size of the
intermolecular interaction energy of then-hexane dimer is close
to that of the water dimer (about-5 kcal/mol).50 Our calcula-
tions suggest that the interaction energy between longern-alkane
chains is significantly large.

Intermolecular Interaction in n-Hexane Crystal. The
intermolecular interaction energies ofn-hexane molecules in
the crystal (Figure 7) were calculated as summarized in Table
3. The calculated interaction energy between the nearest
neighboring molecules (1-2 pair) in the crystal (-4.23 kca/
mol) is close to the interaction energy of the most stable dimer
E (-4.58 kcal/mol).

The interaction energy of the 1-2 pair is considerably larger
than those of other pairs within theab-plane (Figure 7). The
interaction energies of 1-4 and 1-5 pairs (-2.51 and-1.49
kcal/mol) are only 59 and 35% of that of the 1-2 pair,
respectively. The interaction energies with the molecules
perpendicular to the plane (0-n pairs,n ) 1-6) are not large

Figure 5. The calculated MP2 interaction energies of five orientation
n-pentane dimers.

Figure 6. The calculated MP2 interaction energies of five orientation
n-hexane dimers.

TABLE 2: Calculated Interaction Energies of n-Hexane
Dimers at the Potential Minimaa

dimer R(Å)b Etotal
c Ees

d Erep
e Ecorr

f

A 4.6 -2.51 0.14 2.10 -4.75
B 5.0 -1.90 0.11 0.98 -2.99
C 4.4 -3.05 0.03 2.12 -5.20
D 4.2 -3.18 0.12 2.24 -5.53
E 3.8 -4.58 0.14 4.37 -9.09

a Energies in kcal/mol.b Intermolecular distance at the potential
minimum. c MP2/aug(df,pd)-6-311G** level interaction energy. The
BSSE corrected interaction energies.d Electrostatic energy calculated
as the interaction between the distributed multipoles of monomers
obtained from MP2/cc-pVTZ wave functions. See refs 18 and 47 for
details.e Difference between the HF level interaction energy andEes.
Erep is mainly exchange-repulsion energy.f Difference between the MP2
and HF level interaction energies.Ecorr is mainly dispersion energy.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the crystal structure ofn-hexane
viewed from the parallel direction of then-alkane chain. Nine molecules
1-9 at the samez position along with one molecule 0 at thez+1
position are depicted.
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(-0.3 to-1.1 kcal/mol). The sizes of the calculated interaction
energies indicate that the intermolecular interaction along the
a-axis is substantially stronger than those along theb- and
c-axes.

The orientation of the 1-2 pair is shown in Figure 8.
Although n-hexane molecules slip as much as one methylene
distance, the orientation of the 1-2 pair in the crystal is close
to that of the dimer E.16 The nearest neighboringn-alkane
molecules (n-heptane ton-nonoane) in the crystal also have
similar orientations.16

It is expected that molecules are packed so at to maximize
the stability of the crystal. The similarity of the orientation of
the most stable dimer and that of the nearest neighboring
molecules in the crystal suggests that the interaction between
the nearest neighboring molecules has the primary importance
for the stabilization of thesen-alkane crysatals.

However, the one methylene distance slipping suggests that
the interactions with other molecules are also important for the
crystal packing. The slipping decreases the interaction between
the 1-2 pair, as this slipping increases the intermolecular
distance. Therefore, the slipping must be important for enhanc-
ing the interaction with the other molecules along theb- and
c-axes to maximize the stability of the crystal.

Conclusions

High-level ab initio calculations show that substantial attrac-
tion exists betweenn-alkane chains. The calculated intermo-
lecular interaction energy ofn-hexane (-4.58 kcal/mol) is close
to that of the hydrogen-bonded water dimer (about-5 kcal/
mol), which suggests that the interaction between longer
n-alkane chains is significantly large. The interaction between
n-alkane chains has strong anisotropy. The antiparallel dimers
(D2 dimers of n-butane andn-hexane andC2h dimer of
n-pentane) have the largest interaction energies because of short
intermolecular separations. The orientations of the most stable
n-alkane dimers are close to the orientations of the nearest
neighboringn-alkane molecules in the crystals. The intermo-
lecular interaction along thea-axis (the interaction between the
nearest neighboring molecules) is substantially larger than those
along theb- andc-axes.
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direction to the symmetry planes of then-hexanes.
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